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Much fiscal analysis of developing countries is on the following pattern: the academic literature is drawn on to construct a model fiscal system; the existing situation in a particular country is examined to determine how it diverges from the model; and a fiscal reform is then proposed to transform what is into what ought to be. This approach is deficient because it does not require sufficient detailed examination of existing reality to ensure that the assumptions postulated in the model are congruent with reality, that the recommended changes can in fact be implemented, or that, if implemented, they will in fact produce the desired results.

In contrast, my approach is first to study in detail exactly how the existing system works, and why it works that way, in order to have a firm basis for understanding what changes may be both desirable and feasible. My emphasis has thus always been more on what can be done than on what should be done (Bird 1992,x, emphasis in original).
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Barry R. Weingast

1. Introduction

Why does economic performance differ so widely across federations? Some are rich (Switzerland and the United States) while some are poorer (Argentina and Brazil); some exhibit fast-paced growth (modern China) while others little growth (Mexico).

In this essay, I explore this issue by surveying the new literature on second generation fiscal federalism (SGFF), which complements first generation fiscal federalism (FGFF). The distinction between FGFF and SGFF parallels that made by Musgrave (1959,4):

[Theories of Public Economy] can be approached in two ways. First, we attempt to state the rules and principles that make for an efficient conduct of the public economy. . . In the second approach, we attempt to develop a theory that permits us to explain why existing policies are pursued and to predict which policies will be pursued in the future.

FGFF is largely normative and assumes that public decisionmakers are benevolent maximizers of the social welfare (Musgrave 1959, Oates 1972, Rubinfeld 1987). SGFF builds on FGFF but assumes that public officials have goals induced by political institutions that often systematically diverge from maximizing citizen welfare (Oates 2005, Garzarelli 2004, and Qian and Weingast 1997; see also Brennan and Buchanan 1980 and Wicksell 1896). As Hatfield (2005) puts it, “Economic policy is not decided by benevolent social planners, but by government officials, usually with at least one eye to their reelection prospects.”

The distinction should not be overdrawn – no clean demarcation exists between the generations, and many first generation works develop considerable positive implications. Nonetheless, the distinction is important because it emphasizes the extension of normative fiscal federalism to take systematic account of public official incentives.

SGFF encompasses a large and varied literature. At the most general level is Inman and Rubinfeld's call for a new political economy of
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federalism (Inman 1988; and Inman and Rubinfeld 1993, 1997a,b). Others call for understanding differences among federal systems in order to learn what institutions support market-preserving or market-enhancing federalism (Weingast 1995). Still others, working in the context of developing countries, follow Bird’s (1992) point noted above. A large body of work studies various forms of common pool problems, of which three stand out: the so-called “race to the bottom” when local public decisions exhibit external costs; the problems with a soft budget constraints for subnational governments; and common pool problems associated with centralized provision of local public goods. Beginning with Riker (1964), another large strand in the literature emphasizes the political aspects of federal performance, particularly political parties. Others study a “fiscal interest model” that emphasizes how the tax system

---


3 See also Bardhan (2002), Bird (1999), Litvak, Ahmad, and Bird (1998).


5 Rodden, Eskaland, and Litvack (2001) survey this large literature. See also Dillinger and Webb (1999), Kornai (1986), Rodden (2005), and Wibbels (2005). Wildasin’s (1997) “too big to fail” is also a variant on this logic.
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affects political officials’ incentives (Wallis, Sylla and Legler 1994).8 Several scholars study the incentives of federalism to mitigate or exacerbate corruption.9 Relatedly, scholars investigate the self-enforcing rules necessary maintain federal stability.10

SGFF models provide a range of new insights into fiscal federalism, especially the positive behavior of decentralized systems. This approach also provides new normative prescriptions for the design of federal systems, including how many of the prescriptions of FGFF should be adapted given more realistic political choice environments. SGFF also explores how various institutions align – or fail to align – the incentives of political officials with those of citizens. This approach is central to understanding differential federal performance.

In this essay, I survey a range of SGFF ideas and explore their implications for developing countries in the context of decentralization and democratic governance. I begin with the perspective of market-preserving federalism. By studying the conditions and incentives of subnational government authority and policymaking, this perspective provides a comparative theory of federal performance: federal systems that satisfy different combinations of the market-preserving federalism conditions differ in predictable ways. The comparative analysis helps explain why decentralized systems exhibit so much variance in behavior, with some decentralized countries being very rich and others remaining very poor. This analysis allows us to study a range of what I call “pathologies of federalism”—perverse economic outcomes that are not market-enhancing.

I next discuss recent SGFF implications for intergovernmental transfer systems. FGFF models emphasize the importance of transfers for mitigating vertical and horizontal imbalances. The SGFF approach emphasizes the importance of incentives generated by local tax generation for fostering local economic prosperity. Subnational governments are more likely to provide market-enhancing public goods when they capture a large

---

8 See also Careaga and Weingast (2003) and Zhuravskaya (2001). This idea links back to major works by Buchanan (1960), Brennan and Buchanan (1980), and Tiebout (1956).
9 See Ahlin (2005), Careaga and Weingast (2003), Shleifer and Vishny (1993), and Treisman (2001).
portion of the increased tax revenue generated by greater economic activity. SGFF approaches have significant implications for the design of transfer systems so that equalization goals can be achieved without diminishing the incentives of public officials to foster thriving local economies.

Next, I turn to the fiscal interest approach first articulated by Wallis, Sylla and Legler (1994), but with long roots in the study of fiscal federalism, including Buchanan (1960), Brennan and Buchanan (1980), and Tiebout (1956). The idea is that public officials are influenced by what types of policies affect their budget constraint. Different systems of taxation and intergovernmental transfers therefore lead to different local governmental behavior and policy choice. I study two different types of fiscal incentives: those associated with intergovernmental transfer systems; and those affecting the design of markets, the soft budget constraint, the incentives of special districts, and corruption.

I also discuss the role of democracy. Democracy is a source of freedom and expression for citizens, and when it works well, it provides citizens a means to express choices and to hold public officials accountable. But democracy often fails in practice for developing countries. I investigate one source of failure of democracy called “tragic brilliance,” the idea that voting can create political dependence (Diaz, Magaloni, and Weingast 2005). By making funds to finance a poor village’s water system, for example, depend on whether villagers support them, the incumbent regime prevents many voters from exercising choice by forcing them to support the regime. In this way, elections become a means of social and political control rather than of the expression of citizen choice.

Finally, I end with two discussions. The first briefly highlights the differences between FGFF and SGFF approaches. The second, focuses on engineering decentralization and summarizes the second generation recommendations for the design of federal systems.

2. Market-Preserving Federalism and the Comparative Theory of Decentralized Governance

Local governments exist within the context of an “ecology” of institutional arrangements, an ecology with political, legal-constitutional, and economic aspects. This section develops a framework for analyzing this ecology: how different political, legal-constitutional and economic institutions
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Inman and Rubinfeld (1997a) provide alternative sets of conditions for differentiating among federal systems. Further, how can local-level institutions be designed in order to make them responsive to the citizenry?

Federalism, and decentralization more generally, encompasses a wide range of different political-economic systems, not one, whose political and economic properties vary widely (Shah 1997b, Watts 1999, Wiesner 2003). As Litvak, Ahmad, and Bird (1998,vii) observe, “decentralization is neither good nor bad for efficiency, equity, or macroeconomic stability; but rather that its effects depend on institution-specific design.” We therefore cannot speak of the tendencies of federalism per se. Some federal systems promote macroeconomic stability and economic growth while others just the opposite.

Consider: For the last three centuries, the richest nation in the world has almost always been federal. The Dutch Republic from the late sixteenth through mid-seventeenth centuries; England from the late seventeenth or early eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries (a de facto if not de jure federal system); and the United States from the late nineteenth to the present. Similarly, modern China, a de facto federal state, has also experienced sustained rapid growth. India grew very slowly for many decades, but has experienced high growth in the last. In contrast, the large Latin America federal states of Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, and modern Russia have all fared much more poorly. How do we account for such large differences in economic performance?

In this section, I develop a comparative theory of decentralized governance that explains the differential economic performance of various types of decentralization. This approach makes explicit some of the implicit assumptions in the FGFF approach. The framework below emphasizes the incentives facing political officials. It provides a first step toward understanding some of the institutions necessary to support decentralization that provides political officials with incentives to improve social welfare. As a comparative theory, it also shows why some decentralized nations grow rich while others remain poor.

2.1. Market-Preserving Federalism

To understand the comparative theory of federal performance, I develop a set of conditions that help differentiate federal systems. All

---

11 Inman and Rubinfeld (1997a) provide alternative sets of conditions for differentiating among federal systems.
federal systems decentralize political authority, so a necessary condition for federalism is:

(F1) **Hierarchy.** There exists a hierarchy of governments with a delimited scope of authority.

Yet federal systems differ enormously in how they assign authority to different levels of government. The following conditions allow us to characterize how federal states assign authority among national and subnational governments; each condition affects the incentives of political officials.

(F2) **Subnational autonomy.** Do the subnational governments have primary authority over public goods and service provision for the local economy?

(F3) **Common market.** Does the national government provide for and police a common market that allows factor and product mobility?

(F4) **Hard Budget constraints.** Do all governments, especially subnational ones, face hard budget constraints?

(F5) **Institutionalized authority.** Is the allocation of political authority institutionalized?

We can characterize different federal systems by which of conditions they satisfy, ranging from the hierarchy condition alone to all five conditions.¹²

An ideal type of federalism, called *market-preserving federalism* or market-enhancing federalism, satisfies all five conditions (see Weingast 1995). These conditions make explicit some of the political assumptions implicit in FGFF. Indeed, many of the major results in this approach assume most or all these conditions, including Oates’s (1972) “decentralization theorem,” Tiebout’s (1956) interjurisdictional competition, and Musgrave’s (1959) emphasis on the assignment of public goods to the appropriate level of government.

Economists have long argued that federalism places subnational governments in competition with one another (Tiebout 1956, Oates 1972, Brennan and Buchanan 1980). Competition gives subnational governments the incentive to foster local economic prosperity rather than costly market intervention, service to interest groups, and corruption. Competition among jurisdictions limits a subnational government’s ability to abuse its policy authority, for example, by predating on investments or by granting

---

¹² To make this discussion manageable, I will ignore many subtleties and simply assume that each condition either holds or not. For further details, see Montinola, Qian, and Weingast (1995) and Weingast (1995, 2005).
privileged positions, such as monopolies or above market wages to government workers. The reason is that governments that fail to foster markets risk losing capital and labor – and hence valuable tax revenue – to other areas. Put another way, interjurisdictional competition provides political officials with strong fiscal incentives to pursue policies that provide for a healthy local economy, a topic discussed in greater detail in the next section.

Effective inter-jurisdictional competition requires several institutional conditions. First, subnational governments must have the authority to adapt policies to their circumstances; hence, the subnational autonomy condition (F2). Per the FGFF assignment principle, these governments must have considerable power to regulate local markets, to tailor the provision of local public goods and services to local circumstances, and to set tax rates, ideally to reflect benefits of public services (Musgrave 1959, Oates 1972).

Second, jurisdictions must not face restrictions on trade or factor movements across jurisdictional boundaries – hence the common market condition (F3). The common market condition requires that the states of the federation participate in a national market without internal barriers so that factors and products have free mobility across subnational borders. This condition has held for the United States since the inception of the Constitution. Indeed, rising trade barriers among the states was one of the principal Federalist arguments against the Articles of Confederation. In contrast, India allows internal trade barriers and Russia restricts the movement of labor, capital and goods across regional borders in various ways.

The failure of the common market condition creates a pathology in which subnational government become a *de facto* "national government" within its jurisdiction. The ability to create internal trade barriers short-circuit interjurisdictional competition and hence federalism’s limits on subnational governments because it reduces or even removes the penalty for costly market intervention, rent seeking, and corruption. Because many developing federal systems limit factor mobility, particularly labor mobility, Bardhan (2002) questions whether the standard FGFF framework is relevant for many developing countries.
Third, the hard budget constraint (F4) concerns both government borrowing and fiscal transfers among levels of governments.\textsuperscript{13} This condition requires that subnational governments bear the financial consequences of their policy decisions, so that they cannot spend beyond their means or endlessly bail out failing enterprises.\textsuperscript{14} A hard budget constraint also precludes the federal government from bailing out subnational governments that go into deficit, whether through cash transfers or forgivable loans. Per SGFF logic, a hard budget constraint provides local political officials with incentives for prudent fiscal management of their jurisdiction. As Shah (1997) concludes, “to ensure fiscal discipline, governments at all levels must be made to face financial consequences of their decisions.”

In contrast, subnational governments facing a soft budget constraint have incentives to spend beyond their means, pursue costly market intervention, provide costly benefits to interest groups, endlessly subsidize ailing enterprises, and engage in corruption. The expectation of a bailout lowers the financial costs to the subnational governments (though not to the country) of these expenditures. The fiscal incentives of a soft budget constraint work against fiscal prudence. Argentina in the 1980s and Brazil in the 1990s both experienced hyper-inflation as their state governments spent without limits, forcing the federal government to bail them out.

The final condition – institutionalized authority (F5) – provides the glue for the decentralized system. This condition requires that decentralization must not be under the discretionary or unilateral control of the national government. Instead, a set of institutions must exist that prevent the national government from altering or undoing aspects of subnational autonomy. In the absence of this condition, the national government can compromise subnational government autonomy and hence the benefits from competition among them. The Mexican president, for example, has historically had the power to remove governors (Carlos

\textsuperscript{13} Several works provide excellent discussions of the HBC, especially the specific institutional necessary to implement it. See Dillinger and Webb (1999), Haggard and Webb (2004), McKinnon (1997), Rodden (2005), Rodden, Eskaland, and Litvak (2001), and Wildasin (1997).

\textsuperscript{14} McKinnon (1997) argues that the hard budget constraint must be supplemented by a prohibition on subnational government borrowing to finance current expenditures. This type of borrowing is a recipe for disaster: if many states do so simultaneously, the implied burden on the center is at once too difficult to resist politically (Wibbels 2003) and yet too costly to finance.
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Salinas, President of Mexico from 1988 to 1994, removed over half the governors during his six year term). This power dramatically reduces the independence of the states because the federal government can threaten those states which do not conform to the federal government’s policy wishes (Dillinger and Webb 1999; Willis, Garman, and Haggard 1999).

The institutionalized authority condition is easy to understand in the abstract, yet we know too little about the mechanisms that make some federal systems succeed. A host of writers follow Riker (1964) and argue that the form of the party system is essential to maintaining federalism. Some party systems allow national elites to dominate the parties; others allow local elites to dominate; and still others allow for a balance of power among national and local elites. When national elites dominate parties, they are likely to force local leaders to go along with institutional changes that compromise local government powers (as in Mexico under the PRI or India under the Congress Party). In contrast, a party system dominated by local elites is more likely to force national elites to accept subnational government common pool behavior, such as bailing out subnational deficits (as in Brazil in the late 1990s). Finally, a party system balanced between national and local elites is more likely to support decentralization, as both local and national elites guard their own prerogatives (as in the United States). This perspective begs the issue of what creates different types of party systems (though see Filippov, Ordeshook and Shvetsova 2003, who argue that the electoral system generates the party system; see also Cox 2001).

Market-preserving federalism limits the exercise of corruption, predation, and rent-seeking by all levels of government. This form of decentralization is particularly important for developing countries, where central government market-intervention tendencies frequently bestow many sectors with monopolies and various forms of protection from

---


16 Bednar (2006) and de Figueiredo and Weingast (2005) provide game theory models to study institutionalized autonomy, emphasizing the importance of states and the center using trigger strategies to police one another. Bednar emphasizes the importance of the center’s policing the states, for example, with respect to the common market constraint. De Figueiredo and Weingast emphasize a balance between the center’s policing the states and the states’ collective ability to police the center from abusing its authority. Madison referred to this latter mechanism in Federalist 46, where he noted that potential abuses by the center would sound the alarm among the states and cause them to react in concert to prevent center abuse.
competition. Market-preserving federalism makes it difficult for any
government to create monopolies and massive state-owned enterprises
whose primary political purpose is to provide jobs, patronage, and other
forms of inefficient economic intervention that plague developing
countries (as Buchanan and Brennan 1980 have observed). A subnational
government that seeks to create monopolies, engage in extensive
corruption, or arrange a favored position for an interest group places firms
in its jurisdiction at a disadvantage relative to competing firms from less
restrictive jurisdictions.

The set of four conditions for market-preserving federalism (F2 - F5)
also characterizes a set of pathologies of federalism, forms of federalism
that fail to provide incentives to foster and preserve markets. To
summarize, the absence of one or more of these conditions implies some
form of inefficiency or pathology.

- The absence of subnational policy authority inhibits the subnational
  competitive process and the ability of subnational governments to
tailor policies to local conditions.

- The absence of a common market directly hinders competition among
  jurisdictions, so that subnational governments are more likely to
  engage in corruption, rent-seeking, and inefficient resource allocation.
  Restrictions on factor mobility have a similar effect.

- A soft budget constraint allows subnational governments to live
  beyond their means so that they engage in more corruption, non-
  remunerative benefits to interest groups, and endless subsidies to
  inefficient enterprises.

- Finally, the absence of institutionalized authority allows the center to
  threaten subnational jurisdictions who seek policy independence.

This brief analysis of federal pathologies suggests why many recent
decentralization reforms fail. Because decentralization so often fails to
satisfy one or several of the market-enhancing conditions, it fails to
provide subnational governments with appropriate incentives to foster
markets. Indeed, too frequently in the developing context, decentralization
involves very limited local government policy independence. For example,
Thomson (n.d.) observes that much devolution of power in Francophone
Africa grants too little policy authority, contains too many unfunded
mandates, and grants subnational governments only unproductive taxes
and inadequate and unpredictable intergovernmental transfers. A related
problem in the developing world is that decentralization in a truly predatory state is not likely to succeed. A central government that is not committed to decentralization has numerous tools to undermine subnational government performance, including inadequate revenue, unfunded mandates, and direct threats to political officials who deviate from a preferred policy.

### 2.2 Decentralization in Unitary States

Decentralization differs in federal versus unitary systems, the most important of which is constitutional: the decentralization of authority in federal states has a constitutional basis, often supported by explicit institutions, whereas decentralization in unitary states is legislative or by decree. Per condition F5, this means that decentralization in unitary states remains at the discretion of the central government. And what is given may be taken back.

We should not overdraw this distinction, however. Constitutions are mere parchment, and many constitutional are honored in the breach or simply ignored. Some constitutionally federal systems, such as the Soviet Union or Mexico prior to the early 1990s, are highly centralized in which subnational governments function as administrative units of the national government. Similarly, constitutionally unitary states, such as modern China, have devolved power in sufficient ways that maintaining the system is no longer at the discretion of the central government.

What matters, therefore, is not simply whether decentralization is constitutionally mandated, but what mechanisms subnational governments have at their disposal to protect their independence. A classic constitutional mechanism is the explicit representation of states in a national Senate, as in Argentina, Germany, and the United States. This gives states a forum within which to pursue their collective interest and, potentially, to defend these interests against encroachments by the center.

As Riker (1964) observed, absent mechanisms to protect the subnational government autonomy, the central government has a tendency to “overawe” the states and make the system more centralized. This has

---

17 Weingast (2005) analyzes the conditions under which constitutions become self-enforcing in the sense that political officials have incentives to honor constitutional provisions.
18 Other institutions concern how local officials are appointed: those elected by a local electorate are likely to have greater independence than those appointed by the central government. See Dillinger and Webb (1999), Willis, Garman and Haggard (1999), and Stein and Tommasi (2005,ch.11).
happened in both India and Mexico, and appears to be happening in contemporary Russia. Similarly, a center that is too weak cannot prevent encroachments on the common whole, such as internal trade barriers or subnational governments forcing the center to bail out their deficits. Russia during the mid-1990s exhibited some of these qualities, as did Argentina in the late 1980s and early 00s.

Absent mechanisms to protect the decentralization of authority, the central government has a wide range of powers with which to compromise local government independence. First, it can encroach on the devolution by adding restrictions, qualifications, and unfunded mandates whenever these serve the center’s interests. Second, the center can use various powers to threaten local governments that pursue policies that it does not approve. Third, the central government can sabotage the design of the system in a variety of ways, for example, by assigning all the productive taxes to itself and leaving the local governments inadequately financed.

The Chinese and Mexican experiences (discussed below) both show the importance of sufficient revenue independence for subnational political and policy independence. In both cases, revenue to provide public goods and services independent of the center’s control proved essential to the regions most prominent in the reform efforts.

Finally, the framework developed above allows us to analyze decentralization in unitary states in the same way as decentralization in federal systems, taking into account the center’s actual behavior rather than what it promises. Decentralization in unitary states can satisfy all or none of the four main market-preserving federalism conditions, F2 - F5.

3. The Fiscal Interest Approach: Taxation and The Design of Transfer Systems

SGFF models provide a range of important insights into the design of federal system that take into account politics and political institutions. These insights provide adjustments to the standard wisdom of FGFF about assigning taxation and spending authority to different levels of government. This section analyzes the implications of the fiscal interest approach for how various institutions create fiscal incentives for political
officials that affect their policy choice.\textsuperscript{19} I focus on how different forms of taxation and intergovernmental transfers affect how subnational governments use their policy authority to structure markets. Because greater revenue relaxes their budget constraint, political officials of any stripe have an incentive to choose policies that increase their revenue.\textsuperscript{20} This implies that different fiscal systems influence whether governments choose market-fostering or retarding policies.

Economists have long known about this principle, although they have not always studied it systematically. Tiebout (1956), for example, discussed the beneficial effects of the property tax for local government. Because the value of public goods is capitalized into the value of local property, maximizing revenue from property taxation leads city managers to choose public goods that maximizing local property values. Moreover, city managers facing intense interjurisdictional competition have incentives to maximize property values as a means of inducing scarce capital and labor to locate and remain in their jurisdiction. Because these taxes provide general incentives for local political officials to design policies that foster markets and attract capital and labor, property taxes are an important component of local government fiscal structure.\textsuperscript{21}

3.1. Transfer Systems, Vertical and Horizontal Equalization, and Incentives

The FGFF rationale for intergovernmental emphasizes vertical and horizontal tax imbalances and from spillovers of benefits (see Boadway and Flatters 1982, Boex and Martinez-Vazquez 2006, Oates 1972). Vertical imbalances arise when the center collects taxes more easily and at lower economic cost than subnational governments; it also arises when the central government preempts revenue sources that subnational governments might use (McLure 1993). Efficiency considerations therefore suggest that the center raise more taxes and then transfers funds to subnational government to finance a portion of their expenditures.

\textsuperscript{19} Wallis, Sylla and Legler (1994) first used this approach. Weingast (2005) provides a short survey.

\textsuperscript{20} This assumption differs from the revenue maximization assumption of Brennan and Buchanan’s (1980).

\textsuperscript{21} Bahl and Linn (1992, especially chs 4-6) provide one of the most comprehensive discussions of the property tax in decentralized systems. Fischel (2001) explains why property taxation leads local governments to focus on citizen welfare. Nonetheless, these incentives are incomplete, as Epple and Romer (1994) have shown.
Horizontal imbalances arise because regional economies differ, often markedly, in their income and hence in their ability to provide citizens with public goods and services. Here too transfers from the center can mitigate these imbalances by providing greater funds to poorer localities.

SGFF models place greater emphasis on the importance of revenue generation by subnational governments than do FGFF models (Rodden 2002, Singh and Srinivasan 2006, Careaga and Weingast 2003): subnational governments that raise a substantial portion of their own revenue tend to be more accountable to citizens, to provide the services people want, to provide market-enhancing public goods, and to be less corrupt.

Many FGFF scholars recognize this principle. Shah (1997,a,b) argues this point in a series of influential papers. For example, “In Mexico, South Africa, and Pakistan, federal revenue sharing transfer finance up to 99 percent of expenditures in some provinces. This de-linking of taxing and spending responsibilities have led to accountability problems at the provincial levels” Shah (1997a). McLure (1998,1) observes that “Subnational governments that lack independent sources of revenue can never truly enjoy fiscal autonomy; they may be — and probably are — under the thumb of the central government.” Similarly, Bahl and Linn (1992,428), in their authoritative study of local fiscal federalism in developing countries, observe that “grants can make local governments less accountable for their fiscal decisions (they may now increase spending without increasing taxes); hence there will be less incentive to improve the efficiency of local government operations and develop innovative methods of delivering public services.”

FGFF analyses of intergovernmental transfers tend to focus on equity considerations rather than emphasizing their effect on growth. As Singh and Srinivasan (2006,34) observe, “The standard public finance question takes subnational jurisdiction’s income as given and looks at the incentive effects of tax assignments and transfers. The [SGFF] growth perspective examines the effects of the tax and transfer system on incentives to increase income (e.g., through public or private investment).” Indeed, Singh and Srinivasan also entertain the hypothesis that “the allocative efficiency of the tax system in a standard public economics sense is of second order importance relative to fiscal autonomy on the revenue side” (23).

The SGFF logic provides two related reasons for these conclusions. First, transfers that are negatively related or only weakly positively related
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to subnational income growth give local governments poor fiscal incentives to foster local economic growth. Second, such transfers induce greater corruption and rent-seeking. This subsection studies the first issue, while the next studies the second.

The attempt to correct vertical and horizontal imbalances in developing countries often means that these transfer systems exhibit poor responsiveness to localities that foster local economic growth. For example, the Finance Commission’s transfers of revenue to states in India reflect a series of weights for different criteria: 62.5 percent is negatively related to a state’s income, so that poorer states receive greater funds; 10 percent on the basis of population; and the remainder somewhat evenly divided among state area, an index of infrastructure, tax effort, and fiscal discipline.22

This type of intergovernmental transfer system provides poor fiscal incentives for subnational jurisdictions to foster local economic growth (Singh and Srinivasan 2006). Consider a transfer system set by formula that takes into account various economic and demographic characteristics, such as income and population. Suppose that the formula is fixed with reference to a given year so that the center allocates revenue using the same proportions each year, with the only variable across years being the size of the revenue pool to be divided among subnational governments.

If there are \( n \) provinces, then the average province receives \( \frac{1}{n} \) of the total revenue pool, no matter how good or bad its policies. Let the total revenue pool be \( R \), so that the average province receives \( \frac{R}{n} \) of the pool. Now let the provincial economy grow so that the revenue generated from the province increases by 1 unit. The total revenue pool is now \( R+1 \). The average province’s share is now \( \frac{1}{n} \) of \( (R+1) \), which equals \( \frac{R}{n} + \frac{1}{n} \). In other words, the province receives \( \frac{1}{n} \) of the total increase in revenue generated solely from its local economy. The province bears the full expenses for the market-enhancing public goods but captures only \( \frac{1}{n} \) of the fiscal return. In a country with even a modest number of states, this proportion is quite small. One of 23 provinces in Argentina would receive only four centavos for each newly generated peso in taxes; while one of 33 states in Mexico would receive three centavos. Careaga and Weingast (2003) called the poor incentives of these transfer systems “fiscal law of

---

22 These figures are for the 11th Finance Commission. See Roa and Singh (2005, ch 9, especially table 9.3) and Singh and Srinivasan (2006). The Planning Commission also transfers money to states based on different criteria.
1/n." In contrast, fiscal systems that allow growing regions to capture a major portion of new revenue generated by economic growth provide far stronger incentives for local governments to foster local economic growth.

No systematic study exists of these fiscal incentives, but a few investigations calculate the proportion of local revenue captured by local governments in particular cases. Although it is unlikely that this single variable accounts for long-term economic growth, the results suggest an interesting pattern for developing countries (see table 1). Careaga and Weingast (2003) calculated the marginal revenue retention rate for Mexico for different periods. In 1995, we calculated it as 23.3 percent. But there were periods when all state revenue was put in a common pool and then divided by a sharing rule, which meant that the percentage for the average state was close to 1/33 (for 33 states). Parikh and Weingast (2003) made a similar study of India and concluded that the figure was between 20 and 30 percent for Indian states. Zhuravskaya (2000) calculated that this figure as 10 percent for Russian cities. She shows that, for every ruble increase in local revenue, the regional government within which the city is located extracts most of the value of the increase by lowering transfers 90 kopeks.

In contrast, states in the 19th century United States retained upwards of 100 percent of increases in revenue. Provinces in post-reform China also retain a high proportion of revenue. Jin, Qian, and Weingast (2005) calculate that during the high growth period following the initial reforms (1981-92), Chinese provinces on average marginal retained 89 percent of additional tax revenue generate within the province.

Transfer systems may exhibit other perverse fiscal incentives. Some systems are explicitly “gap-filling,” meaning that provinces with larger deficits receive larger transfers. Because these systems subsidize spending beyond revenue, they provide subnational governments with incentives to spend beyond their means. Gap-filling has long been a feature of transfers within Indian system, a problem that has gotten considerably worse in the last decade. Relatedly, both Argentina and Brazil in the late twentieth century had local branches of the central bank that essentially allowed

---

23 Following the results of Weingast, Sheple, and Johnsen’s (1981) “law of 1/n”; see also Inman (1988).

24 The data presented in Shah (1998,136-44) suggest that the figures for Pakistan are similar, if not lower.

25 Further, they show that 68 percent of all provinces faced a marginal retention rate of 100 percent.
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Another problem is that some transfer systems fail by design. Wiesner (2003,23) argues that decentralization in Latin America is analytically flawed, too often emphasizing subnational government entitlements to revenue rather than markets and incentives: “These frameworks tend to neglect market-based mechanisms and make the capture of large unconditional transfers an easy ride for public sector rent-seeking.” For example, Bolivia, Brazil, and Ecuador considerably increased the transfer of revenue to subnational governments without increasing the policy responsibility (Wiesner 2003). This is a recipe for waste and corruption. In almost all countries of Latin America that decentralized in the 1990s, “transfers from the national to the subnational level grew at a faster pace than total expenditures. At the same time, tax revenues were not growing as fast, and fiscal deficits increased across the region” (Wiesner 2003,44). Common pool problem of budgets have also plagued this region (Jones, Sanguinetti, and Tommasi 1999, Stein 1998, and Wiener 2003).

McKinnon (1997) raises a related incentive problem with transfer schemes designed to provide substantial subsidies to the poorest regions in rich countries. He contrasts the huge subsidies by Canada of the Eastern Maritime Provinces and by Italy of Mezzogiorno in South Italy with the lack of subsidies by the United States to the American South. McKinnon suggests that the revenue transfer in Canada and Italy creates dependency and something of a soft budget constraint. These transfers allow these regions to finance ailing and inefficient enterprises, seeming to saddle Southern Italy with highly capitalized, loss-making enterprises. This means the local economy is far less likely to adapt so that it becomes more like the vibrant national economy. In contrast, southern states in America faced a hard budget constraint and no national subsidies. They were able to grow rich by redesigning their economies with low regulatory burdens relative to the industrialized North and to take advantage of lower labor costs. This adaptation fostered the booming “sun belt” economy of the late twentieth century. McKinnon argues that the economic rise of the

---

26 The opposite phenomenon is equally problematic – the devolution of considerably more authority and responsibility without the fiscal resources to implement it.
American South is unlikely to have occurred had it been subsidized in the manner of the Canadian Maritimes and the Italian Mezzogiorno.  

Table 1: Subnational Revenue Capture and Economic Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Revenue Capture</th>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States in U.S., 19th Century</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provinces in China, 1982-93</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China, immediate pre-reform era</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican States, 1980-1995</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian States, 1950-1990</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Cities, early 1990s</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: China (Jin, Qian, and Weingast 2005), Mexico (Careaga and Weingast 2003), India (Parikh and Weingast 2003), and Russia (Zhuravskaya 2000).

3.2. SGFF Implications for the Design of Transfer Systems

SGFF logic suggests that the design of transfer systems must take at least two costs into account. Following FGFF logic, these should consider lowering the tax burden. But following the fiscal interest approach, these should also attend to allocating sufficient taxes to subnational governments so that they have strong fiscal incentives to foster local economic growth. The above discussion shows how many transfer systems create horizontal equalization at the expense of subnational government incentives to foster local economic growth. This tradeoff seems to be true of most existing transfer schemes. Yet this tradeoff is neither a necessary nor an inevitable feature of transfer systems. In particular, it was not true of China’s fiscal system from 1982-93.

27 Krueger (2006) uses similar logic to explain the difference between the vibrant economy in Poland just east of border with Germany and the lackluster economic performance of the former East Germany just west of the border: massive transfers from the German government have deterred economic development.
The way to create both horizontal equalization and high marginal fiscal incentives is through transfer systems that are non-linear functions and that treat different categories of provinces differently. Poor provinces with only limited capacity to grow or to tax should be treated in a manner similar to the existing transfer systems. Most other provinces face a revenue sharing rule such as the following. First, the center keeps track of its revenue collection by province. Second, a step function allows the center to capture a high proportion of revenue generated from a province up to a revenue level fixed in advance and then allows the province to keep a high or very high proportion of everything above that level.

Consider a country that combines centralized taxation with a traditional (non-step function) transfer scheme. Suppose the total revenue (federal and provincial) raised in a given province is 11 billion and that the center keeps 75 percent of the revenue and transfers 25 percent to the province. The feds receive 8.25 billion, and the province, 2.75 billion. As noted, the problem with this scheme is that it provides the province with low marginal incentives to foster local economic prosperity since it captures only one-quarter of any increase in revenue.

In contrast, consider the non-linear approach with the following characteristic: the federal government retains 80 percent of all revenue raised in the province up to 10 billion, transferring 20 percent for the province; and then the center transfers 75 percent of all revenue above 10 billion to the province, retaining 25 percent for itself. This transfer rule implies that the 11 billion is divided into the same totals as the traditional transfer scheme – 8.25 billion to the feds, 2.75 to the province. But under the step function the province faces high marginal incentives to foster local economic prosperity, since it captures three-quarters of all new revenue generated.

Suppose the province grows at 10 percent per year for five years under the two schemes. Under the traditional transfer scheme, the province accumulates additional revenue of 1.68 billion in revenue; whereas under the high marginal scheme, it receives an additional 5.04 billion, three times as large. In both cases, the province begins with revenue of 2.75 billion. Under the traditional scheme, its revenue after five years of 10 percent growth per year is 4.53 billion or 61 percent larger; whereas under the high marginal scheme, its revenue has more than doubled to 7.79 billion or 183 percent larger. In other words, the fiscal incentives to foster growth can be quite large.
The advantage of the high marginal transfer system is twofold. First, subnational governments have strong fiscal incentives to foster local economic prosperity and are therefore more likely to create conditions that foster economic growth. Second, although some provinces get richer than others, the amount kept by the center is larger than if these provinces had not grown. So, inequalities among provinces may rise to a degree. But if several provinces get richer, the amount available to the center to transfer to the poor provinces will be larger than under the traditional transfer scheme. Again, this means everyone can be better off. Further, if competition among jurisdictions induces poorer provinces to imitate richer ones, their growth may increase as well.

Of course, this type of system can be politically manipulated. One danger is that rich subnational governments are punished through the ratchet effect so that the center simply expropriates all the previous gains. Nonetheless, this scheme has strong potential since it increases the provinces’ fiscal incentives to foster local economic growth.

### 3.3. Fiscal Equivalences

An important though underutilized idea concerns fiscal equivalence which emphasizes matching those being taxed with those receiving the benefits. Lindahl (1919) and Wicksell (1896) emphasized this principle in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Olson (1969; see also 1986) introduced the fiscal equivalence term, and Oates (1972,33-35) discussed the idea under the heading of “perfect correspondence.”

This literature shows that a series of incentive problems arise when the political system de-links taxation and spending, causing spending decisions to deviate from efficient levels. Citizens typically oppose paying taxes that provide benefits for others. This means that higher governments have trouble providing local public goods to small groups of citizens. One way around this problem is for the higher government to provide large packages of local public goods through the decision-mechanism of “universalism” or “something for everyone”; that is, large collections of similar projects to a majority or more of localities (Inman 1988, Wallis and Weingast 2006, Weingast 1979). Universalism characterizes federal rivers and harbors projects throughout American history and, since WWII, of a range of policy benefits, such as sewage treatment plants, poverty relief funds, highways, and most recently, funds for homeland security.

When voters in a locality believe that the tax costs of their programs are spread across all localities, centralized provision of local public goods
creates a common pool problem. Universalism mechanisms therefore lead higher governments to over-provide local public goods and services (Inman 1988, Porterba and Von Hagen 1999, Weingast, Shepsle and Johnsen 1981, and Winer 1980).28 Moreover, many public goods cannot be provided even in this inefficient manner. A majority of voters are likely to oppose infrastructure projects with huge costs but concentrated economic benefits, even when the benefits greatly exceed the costs (Wallis and Weingast 2006).

A related problem arises when the beneficiaries and decisionmakers are a small subset of the set of taxpayers financially responsible for local public goods. This setting is a common pool problem that creates a soft budget constraint. Because the small group of decisionmakers pays only a portion of cost but receives all the benefits, they can provide benefits to themselves at the expense of others. Alternatively, when the set of taxpayers is small relative to the set of beneficiaries, local public goods are likely to be under-provided.29 As discussed below, special governments created solely for the purpose of providing a single local public good are a possible solution to this problem.

Approaches from Lindahl (1919) to Buchanan (1965) to Olson (1969,1986) argue that the efficient provision of public goods requires equating the jurisdictional boundaries of the body providing public goods with the set of people affected by the public good. Deviations from this equation create various forms of incentive problems, leading to the over- or under-provision of local public goods.

The relevance for intergovernmental transfers is that they are not incentive-neutral. Because they break the link between the set of taxpayers and beneficiaries, these transfers may significantly affect the incentives to provide public goods.

3.4. Transfers, Fiscal Incentives, and Corruption

---


29 Yet another related problem is when some regions are over-represented in the national legislature. Stein and Tommasi (2005,75) discuss the effects of “territorial bicameralism” in which states are represented in a national senate. In both Brazil and Argentina, the significant over-representation of small states affords them a much larger share of the funds on a per capita basis. Similar evidence has been found for the United States (e.g., Johnson and Libecap 2003 on federal highway spending).
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Studies about the relationship between decentralization and corruption create a puzzle. Cooter (2003), Shah (1997b), and Shleifer and Vishny (1993) argue that greater decentralization implies less corruption, in part because competition among subnational governments constrains their behavior and policy choice. In contrast, Treisman (2000) argues that federal systems are more corrupt than non-federal ones.

The above comparative theory of federalism provides the answer. It demonstrates that not all forms of decentralization are likely to improve welfare, so not all affect corruption in the same way. Because competition among subnational governments is one of the mechanisms for policing corruption, decentralization must satisfy the conditions of a common market (including mobile factors of production), have sufficient subnational policy authority, and a hard budget constraint (i.e., it must satisfy conditions F2-F4). Most decentralized countries fail to satisfy these conditions. They therefore fail to prevent corruption.

This idea provides the first relationship between decentralization and corruption. In this subsection, I investigate a second relationship involving how the fiscal system affects corruption, revealing how greater subnational revenue dependence on transfers implies greater corruption.

Political officials generate political support in two broad ways – through the provision of market-enhancing public goods and through corruption and rent-seeking. Both create value for individuals and groups of citizens, and both induce particular citizens to support those in power. Providing rents for constituents creates value for them (often at the expense of other local citizens, but sometimes at the expense of citizens in other regions). These citizens typically reward political officials with support in exchange for their benefits.

In contrast to corruption and rents, providing market-enhancing public goods has two separate effects. First, it generates support directly through creating value for citizens. Second, because they expand the local economy, market-enhancing public goods increase local revenue, relaxing the budget constraint. A simple comparative static result shows that increasing the portion of total revenue derived from locally generated revenue leads political officials to substitute more market-enhancing public goods for corruption (Careaga and Weingast 2003). The reason is that greater revenue capture increases the fiscal incentives of political officials to foster market growth. Conversely, the incentives to engage in corruption increase as subnational governments depend more on the central government for revenue and have low local-revenue generating
capabilities: greater revenue dependence means fostering local economic growth has a lower impact on local government finances, so officials have less incentives to do so.

A second aspect of transfer systems enhances corruption. A common feature of transfer systems is that the central government provides rules and restraints on local government policymaking authority. In many cases, policies are designed in the center with little local discretion. Unfunded mandates are common. This means that many policies fail because of the center’s constraints.

The relevance for corruption is that this type of central government control impedes the accountability of subnational governments. Because centralized regulation of subnational government policymaking is so common in many developing countries, local government officials can blame policy failures on the central government whether the latter is responsible or not. Were the central government’s controls really that insidious, or did the local officials simply fail to work around them? When citizens cannot tell, local government officials can engage in corruption while blaming the center.

In sum, scholars have identified two critical links between local government authority and the control of corruption. Greater competition (in the presence of conditions F2, F3, and F4) yields lower corruption. So too does greater subnational government revenue independence.

4. Further Implications of Fiscal Interest

In this section, I consider several additional implications of fiscal incentives.

4.1. Fiscal Interest and the Political Design of Markets

One of the most powerful tools for affecting the economic destiny of a country is its control over markets. This power is inherently political. The broader question concerns what leads some countries to foster thriving markets while others seek to control markets for political purposes – the
difference between Shleifer and Vishny’s (1998a) “grabbing hand” versus “helping hand.”\(^{30}\) No general theory exists of these matters.

In this subsection I explore the fiscal interest approach to demonstrate that the fiscal system provides surprisingly strong incentives affecting political official choice of policies with respect to markets, especially for subnational officials. Put simply, the fiscal interest approach suggests that government officials are biased toward market policies that generate more revenue within their fiscal system. When they capture revenue based on broad taxes on economic activity, they have incentives to provide market-enhancing public goods and to create new market opportunities as a means of increasing the fiscal proceeds generated by markets. If in contrast they raise revenue by selling monopoly rights, then officials seek to restrict markets.

Both authoritarian and the weak democratic governments in developing countries have strong fiscal incentives to create monopolies.\(^{31}\) Indeed, two forces point toward monopolies. First, they often have little capacity to tax, so selling rights to access markets is a revenue-generating expedient. Second, governments in these states tend to be insecure, so officials have short time horizons that discount the long term in favor of more immediate payoffs. Political insecurity also forces political officials to use their policy authority, including the decisions about how to structure the economy, to enhance their security.

To mitigate both problems, political officials exchange monopolies, privileges, and other rights of limited access for revenue and political support. This type of exchange is a time-tested system that dates back 1000s of years. North, Wallis and Weingast (2006) argue that this exchange represents one of the political foundations of most developing countries today. Limits on entry and competition create rents in markets that can be shared among important elites, firms granted rights in markets, and the government. Maintaining their rents requires that the elites support the government in power. Moreover, the government’s insecurity-induced short time horizon implies that it cares less about the long-term economic consequences of its policies.

---

\(^{30}\) Shleifer and Vishny’s (1998,14) central question is, “first, what the interests of the political actors are, and second, how these interests translate into policies and institutions that further the objectives of the political actors.”

\(^{31}\) This section draws on North, Wallis and Weingast’s (2006) approach to the natural state.
Wallis, Sylla, and Legler (1994) develop the fiscal interest approach and apply it to banking in the early United States; Haber (2005) applies it to a comparative study of the early United States and modern Mexico. Per the above logic, the most natural way for an authoritarian or weak democratic government in a developing economy to structure the banking industry is to limit entry and sell bank charters as a means of creating economic rents that can be shared among the banks and the government. An inevitable consequence of this structure is limited competitiveness of the financial sector and hence limits on the degree to which banks help foster long-term economic growth. Because the government has significant interests in banking, exchange of privileged rights often explicitly or implicitly grants the government advantageous rights to loans. Moreover, as Haber (2005) argues, organizing the banking sector in this way means that it fails to provide the basic banking functions of an economy, notably, mobilizing capital to highest valued users who create new enterprises or seek to expand profitable ones. Instead, most loans go to the government, insiders, high government officials, and their relatives.

This logic reflects how Mexico has always structured its banking industry (Haber 2005). Because charters are valuable, the government has a fiscal interest in restricting competition in the banking industry as a means of increasing its revenue. Haber also shows that Mexican government banking policy has gone through several cycles of rent creation and expropriation of bank assets, a policy cycle all too common in many developing countries.

The early history of the United States yields two important conclusions about fiscal interests and the political choice of market structure in banking. First, the United States was no exception to the rule about restricting entry to create rents shared among bankers and the government (Wallis et al, 1994). In 1800, most states used this system, including Pennsylvania whose commercial center of Philadelphia was the country’s banking center.

Second, the United States had a strong market-preserving federal structure throughout the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which affected states’ fiscal interest. This meant that, per condition F2, states had nearly exclusive regulatory control over markets within their borders; per

Moreover, Haber (2005) shows that, when this fiscal interest combines with a predatory government, the result is a banking sector that finances loans only to insiders. These states have a financial sectors that fail to provide the financial underpinning to a thriving economy.
F3, participated in a common market with product and factor mobility; and, per F4, faced a hard budget constraint. Moreover, states raised virtually all of their own revenue. This structure meant that states had the freedom to design and redesign the rules governing various markets.

In the decade following 1800, Massachusetts slowly switched systems. Beginning with the monopoly approach, it created one large bank in which it invested heavily and several smaller banks. The state also imposed a tax on bank capital, which worked against the smaller banks: as the majority owner of the large bank, the state effectively payed part of its own tax. Yet over time, the state found it raised more revenue from capital taxes on the smaller banks than it did in dividends from the large bank. The state’s fiscal interest led it first to sell its interest in the larger bank; and, second, instead of limiting entry and selling charters, to combine relatively low taxes on bank capital with more open entry into banking.

The new system gave Massachusetts banks a competitive advantage over all other U.S. banks. It also meant that merchants and enterprises funded in Boston – such as financing, insuring, marketing, and transporting U.S. export crops to Europe – had an economic edge over their competitors from other states. Because a competitive banking center maximizes the size of its tax base, Massachusetts’s fiscal interests – in contrast to that in all other states, including Pennsylvania – let it to promote the growth of a competitive banking sector. Wallis et al. note that this system was so successful, that by the early 1830s, the state of Massachusetts had more banks and more bank capital than any state in the country. It also received over 50 percent of its revenues from the tax on bank capital allowing Massachusetts to make great reductions in the principal tax falling on its citizens, the property tax. This was a win-win policy for that state.

This system allowed Massachusetts to eclipse Philadelphia as the nation’s banking center. A number of years later, New York also switched fiscal systems and eclipsed both Boston and Philadelphia. Many other states subsequently switched to the system that worked. Had the United States been a centralized federalism, as modern Mexico, the national government would have had little incentive to alter the original system of limited entry once it was in place.

Banking has changed considerably in the years since the competitive banking industry emerged in the United States. For one, banks are potential avenues of money laundering. This provides corrupt political officials, qua patrons, and banks, qua clients, to provide services that help
corrupt officials move their money to safe havens in anticipation of a time when they are no longer officials. Nonetheless, the same principles apply. Banks have always been a source of benefits from corruption, with banks in Mexico lending largely to insiders and to the political officials patrons (Haber 2005). Although the scope of corruption benefits has increased, the logic of the system is the same: banks remain a source of rents to the state and political officials.

The discussion of China above shows that fiscal incentives played a major role the success in China’s economic reform, including the politics that prevented the anti-reform reaction after Tiananmen square. Shleifer and Vishny’s (1998b) observations about the differential local government support for the economy in Poland and Russia draws on the same logic. Using survey techniques, they find that local government in Poland is far more supportive of business than in Russia. They attribute this difference to government officials’ incentives. First, “the [electoral] incentives of local politicians in Russia – unlike those in Poland – do not encourage them to support private business.” [248] Second, local government fiscal interests differ significantly. In Poland, local governments rely on local taxes, fees, and property taxes, so fostering local economic prosperity yields greater revenue. Whereas in Russia most revenue comes from higher governments that exhibit considerable opportunism with respect to transfers to lower government: regional governments reduce their transfers to cities that increase their revenue. This implies that fostering a healthier local economy does not generate greater revenue for the local government. Consistent with Zhuravskaya’s (2001) findings noted above, local officials have very low fiscal incentives to foster economic growth. As Shleifer and Vishny (1998a, 249) conclude, “The effects of such fiscal federalism (which should be contrasted with Chinese fiscal federalism, where sharing rules are evidently firmer) are perverse.”

This discussion has two general lessons. First, a government’s fiscal interest has strong effects on its incentives to choose pro- or anti-market policies. Governments that raise money from broad and relatively uniform taxes on general economic activities are far more likely to choose policies that foster markets. Governments that raise revenue through restrictive economic activities instead manipulate markets for political ends.

Second, subnational governments’ fiscal interest in the presence of inter-jurisdictional competition is one of the ways a market-preserving federal system promotes pro-market policies. Interjurisdictional competition in the presence of subnational policy authority and a hard
budget constraint implies that subnational governments experiment with policies and fiscal systems. This experimentation means that some jurisdiction is far more likely to choose a combination of a pro-market fiscal systems and market-enhancing public goods, leading it to out compete other jurisdictions.

4.2. Fiscal Incentives and Local Government Independence

I want to juxtapose two different points made above. First, most federal systems in developing countries are highly centralized (Oates 1985), both for revenue collection and for policy choice; second, Chinese provinces had considerable fiscal independence during the initial high growth phase in the 1980s. In this subsection, I suggest that these two points are different sides of the same coin.

The fiscal interest model suggests that subnational revenue collection helps maintain a federal system and especially subnational policy independence. Put simply, local fiscal capacity generates both greater local government accountability and greater local political power. On the accountability dimension, citizens have strong incentives to monitor their taxes, to demand responsiveness, and to ensure that they get their money’s worth.

On the power dimension, revenue independence helps local governments maintain their policy independence. The central government almost always accompanies the transfers associated with revenue dependence with rules and restrictions that inevitably limit or compromise the policy authority and independence of subnational governments. As discussed in the next section under “tragic brilliance,” revenue dependence also allows the center to threaten regions that deviate from its desired policies with the withdraw of revenue.

In contrast, revenue independence conveys political power that allows local governments to resist many unattractive interventions by the central government. As the discussion in the last section about China showed, the independent economic base of the reform provinces allowed them to resist the central government’s initiative to undermine their own fiscal independence by altering the fiscal basis of economic reform. Of course, this principle of fiscal power is a major reason why many central governments in developing countries resist creating this independence. But the point still holds: SGFF models suggest that revenue independence is a central part of subnational government policy independence.
4.3. Fiscal Incentives of Hard and Soft Budget Constraints

The fiscal problems associated with soft budget constraints, particularly those that led to national financial meltdowns in Argentina and Brazil, have led scholars to study the incentive effects of the hard and soft budgets for subnational governments (see, e.g., Dillinger and Webb 1999, Haggard and Webb 2004, Kornai 1986, McKinnon 1997, Rodden 2005, Rodden, Eskaland, and Litvak 2001, Sanguinetti 1994, and Wibbels 2003). Although they do not utilize the term, “fiscal interest,” these models all rely on the fiscal interest approach. A soft budget constraint arises in two ways. The central government may explicitly bailout subnational governments in fiscal distress. Alternatively the central government or the central bank may provide a series of forgivable loans to finance subnational government deficit (or from state branches of the central bank under the control of the state).

The central implication of this literature is that subnational governments facing a soft budget constraint have a reduced (or no) fiscal incentive to make prudent financial decisions. Soft budget constraints create a form of the common pool problem in which the costs of subnational government fiscal profligacy are borne by others. Subnational governments facing a soft budget constraint are therefore much more likely to pursue policies that subsidize inefficient or ailing enterprises; that provide private benefits and rents to special interest groups; or, more generally, that promote corruption. The expectation of additional funds from outside means that a subnational government need not foster local economic prosperity to generate revenue. The expectation of additional funds allows subnational governments to spend beyond their means. In contrast, when subnational governments bear the full financial consequences of their decisions, they cannot continue to subsidize failing enterprises, costly benefits to interest groups, or corruption that reduce social surplus. This type policymaking by a subnational government facing a hard budget constraint risks losing capital and labor.

4.4. Citizen Welfare, Fiscal Incentives, and Special Governments

Special governments are governmental entities designed for a single purpose, such as school districts, water supply and sanitation districts, park districts, business investment districts, special economic zones, and
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watershed management districts. As Frey and Eichenberger (1999) observe, special governments are “functional, overlapping, competing jurisdictions” (FOCJ); that is, these governments typically have a single or focused purpose; they overlap with existing subnational governments (and may overlap with each other); and they compete for resources. Special governments contrast with general governments – for example, national, provincial and local – which typically have general authority over a wide range of revenue and policy issues.

When designed properly, special governments increase citizen welfare (Casella and Frey 1992, Frey and Eichenberger 1999, Ostrom 1991, Ostrom, Shroeder and Wynne 1993). The idea reflects the logic of fiscal equivalence; that is, creating a jurisdiction that matches the beneficiaries of a local public good with those who pay for it through taxes. This match reduces the incentives for jurisdictions to create political benefits at the expense of others.

4.4.A. Special districts in the United States. SGFF scholars demonstrate that centralized provision of local public goods creates a common pool problem so that these goods are over-provided and tend to be larger than the efficiently scale (Inman 1988, Porterba and Von Hagen 1999, Weingast, Shepsle and Johnsen 1981, and Winer 1980). Because the costs of financing projects are spread across all taxpayers, political officials representing specific localities have incentives to overspend on projects and policies benefitting their locality. Moreover, as noted, many local public goods cannot be centrally provided even in this inefficient manner: a majority of voters will oppose infrastructure projects with huge costs but concentrated economic benefits (Wallis and Weingast 2006).

Similarly, several mechanisms imply that many local public goods cannot be efficiently provided by the existing pattern of local governments. For example, some local public goods have a minimum efficient scale that exceeds that of the local jurisdictions; for others, the citizens seeking this good are arranged across several neighboring local jurisdictions but

---

33 This subsection draws on Wallis and Weingast (2006); see also Ostrom (1991) and Wallis and Weingast (2005). The idea has long roots in the literature, e.g., Buchanan’s (1964) famous “theory of clubs.”

Second Generation Fiscal Federalism

In 2002, the United States had 87,576, of which 87,525 are local governments (including the District of Columbia). Of the local governments, special governments are the largest category, numbering 35,052 (Wallis and Weingast 2006, table 1). Moreover, this category is also the fastest growing of governments in the United States.

Special governments represent a mechanism to provide local public goods in these circumstances by allowing groups of citizens to create a new, single purpose government that matches taxpayers and beneficiaries with a government holding the authority to raise taxes and provide the local public good. Thus, a group of citizens who do not correspond to an existing local jurisdiction may create water, sewer, recreation, land conservancy, or school districts to provide these goods. Similarly, neighboring jurisdictions can create special governments to internalize their externalities, as in the New York and New Jersey Port Authority or the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority which manages drinking water and sewage/waste treatment in the Boston Harbor area. Special governments provide a flexible institutional structure for satisfying a wide range of citizen needs. These governments now comprise the largest category of governments in the United States.

The SGFF approach recognizes a host of incentive problems associated with special governments when there is a mismatch between the taxpayers and beneficiaries (Wallis and Weingast 2006). Indeed, special governments became important in the United States in response to incentive problems creating local government debt problems in the late 19th century. Special governments with particular institutional characteristics provided the solution to these debt problems.

Special governments have the ability to tax citizens within their jurisdiction. They may also have the ability to raise funds through issuing bonds, subject to approval by a majority of voters within the jurisdiction. If these governments build infrastructure or provide services, they may charge user fees.

The fiscal interest approach demonstrates that the fiscal structure of these governments is critical to their economic and political performance (Wallis and Weingast 2006). Although a full investigation of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, I raise one dimension of fiscal structure, namely, who is responsible for servicing the bonds issued by a special

---

35 In 2002, the United States had 87,576, of which 87,525 are local governments (including the District of Columbia). Of the local governments, special governments are the largest category, numbering 35,052 (Wallis and Weingast 2006, table 1). Moreover, this category is also the fastest growing of governments in the United States.
government, solely that government and its taxpayers or a larger, general government? When special districts first came into prominence in the late 19th and early twentieth centuries, this issue was an open legal question.

When the bonds of special governments are backed by a general government, citizens and decisionmakers in these jurisdictions face a soft budget constraint. General government backing the bonds implies that taxpayers in this jurisdiction do not bear the full financial consequences of their decisions. They will therefore sometimes favor projects that provide benefits to themselves only because the full costs are born by others. For example, suppose a set of citizens want a public good that cannot pay for itself. Suppose that they form a special government to provide this good, financing this project through bonds serviced by the user fees generated by the project. If the fees are insufficient to cover the costs of servicing the bonds, that liability is born by the general government.

In contrast, when citizens within the special government bear the full financial consequence of their decisions, they are far less likely to choose inefficient or non-remunerative projects. Moreover, the decision about who bears the ultimately responsibility for special government bonds affect decisions in the bond market. When the sole responsibility for servicing the bonds lies with the voters of the special government, bondholders have strong incentives to evaluate the project to ensure it is financially sound. They are not likely to invest in projects that cannot fund themselves. Bondholders do not have such incentives, however, when a general government is ultimately responsible. As long as the general government is financially sound, then the bondholders will be paid regardless of the project’s success.

The bond market is widely celebrated as providing incentives for good behavior by subnational government (Briffault 1996). This discussion demonstrates that those incentives depend critically on the issue of who has ultimately responsibility for servicing the bonds. With general government liability, bond markets have far less incentive to worry about the likely success of a special government project.

4.4.B. Special districts in other traditions. The French tradition of special districts – *syndicats intercommunaux à vocation unique* (SIVU) – differs from the American tradition and lodges authority for creation of special districts with general purpose local governments. Special districts are subordinate to rather than independent of general governments. Nonetheless, France has a great many such governments that provide for inter-communal cooperation at the local levels. Thomson (n.d.,1) reports
that in 1996, France had 36,500 communes and 19,000 SIVU’s, the great majority of which (14,551) are single purpose public enterprises.

Thomson’s purpose is to demonstrate the potential of special districts in Africa. Most countries in Francophone Africa have experienced various forms of devolution of power, but this devolution focuses on local, general purpose governments. These countries typically have no general provisions allowing citizens, communities, or local governments to create special districts. Nonetheless, Thomson discusses four cases where special districts have been formed, generally improving accountability, efficiency and equity. As Ostrom shows, part of the reason for this improvement is that these governments adjust incentives to increase coordination and management of common pool problem resources (Ostrom 1991, Ostrom, Shroeder, and Wynne 1993).

4.4.C. Conclusions. Special districts embody the fiscal equivalence principle by providing a flexible form of government that allows citizens to provide local public goods and services by matching taxpayers and beneficiaries. Yet very specific institutions are necessary to align the interests of decisionmakers within special districts so that they focus on public goods that provide benefits that exceed the costs. Indeed, the explosion of these governments in the United States reflects in part their ability to provide value-creating public goods. In the aggregate, these governments have issued hundreds of billions of dollars in debt, and yet very few go bankrupt: nearly all cover their costs through user fees and taxes imposed by the voters of the district.

5. Democracy and Decentralized Governance

Democracy is perhaps the most celebrated institutional means to create political accountability. It potentially provides citizens with a range of benefits. Perhaps most ostensibly, elections allow citizens to influence their own destiny by choosing one set of officials instead of another. Elections also provide incentives for political officials. As James Madison emphasized in the Federalist Papers, voting allows citizens to “throw the rascals out” (see Riker 1982). Citizens also use voting to help police their
rights. The threat of being thrown out of office provides political officials with incentives to make decisions that reflect their constituents’ interests.36

5.1. Potential Limits of Democracy

Democracy is such an attractive value that policymakers and donor organizations too often fail to worry about the conditions under which it is more likely to succeed. Three aspects about democracy are critical for our analysis about democracy’s limits, one empirical, one theoretical, and one conceptual.

The empirical aspect is that most new democracies fail to survive, either due to coups or to “democratic set-asides” (incumbents who cancel elections or who refuse to step down after losing an election). Moreover, the evidence is striking that democracy is far more likely to succeed in richer countries. Przeworski (2006) estimates that the frequency of a democracy failing each year in a country with a per capita income of less than $1000 per year is .085 or one in twelve (see table 2); with a per capita income of $1000-3000, it is .035 or one in twenty-eight; with a per capita income of $3001-6055, it is .015 or one in sixty-one; while no democracy with a per capita income of greater than $6055 has ever failed.37 The table also shows the estimated differences in the likely survival of democracy by these income classes. A democracy in the poorest category has only a .41 chance of remaining a democracy one decade later; in the $1000-3000 category, the probability is .70; in 3001-6055, .86, and 1.00 for the highest income category. Put simply, democracy is not likely to succeed in many countries, and sadly less likely in the poorest countries.

---

36 Riker (1982) provides a systematic analysis of these two aspects of democracy, emphasizing the importance of the second.
37 Przeworski’s figures are in 1985 purchasing parity dollars.
Table 2: Estimated Probability of Democratic Survival by Income Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Levela</th>
<th>Estimated Probability of Failure per year</th>
<th>Estimated Probability of Surviving 10 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; $1000</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-3000</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3001-6055</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;6055</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Przeworski’s figures are in 1985 purchasing parity dollars.

The theoretical aspect comes as a surprise to many, in part because scholars and policymakers focus primarily on the benefits of democracy and fail to note that democracy has costs and can pose dangers to citizens. Elections empower governments to tax, regulate business, define and redefine property rights, and jail people. All these powers can be abused, as tyranny of the majority suggests; and even if not abused, these powers may impose large costs.

The dangers of democracy are difficult for the developed west to understand because democracy in these countries allows citizens to determine their own destiny. But we often fail to remember that democracy in these countries is embedded in a series of institutions and norms that complement elections by place striking limits on government policymaking and therefore protect citizens from many potential abuses. Courts and other institutions, for example, enforce a wide range of citizen rights; and elaborate procedures have effects of constraining the range of feasible policies. Indeed, the existence court systems in the developed west capable of defending citizen rights against the government demonstrate that democracy alone cannot sustain citizen rights. Yet democracy in the developing context typically lacks these complementary institutions that help sustain it.

More generally, all successful democracies satisfy what I call the limit condition; the limit condition holds when various institutions and incentives limit the stakes of power by restricting the scope of policy authority of elected representatives (Weingast 2006). Successful
democracies limit the stakes of power through the constitution and other institutions that protect a range of citizen rights and other aspects of the status quo. The centrality of the limit condition is revealed by events in Chile in 1973 where the legitimately elected government threatened landowners and others on the political right, leading them to support a bloody coup. When citizens believe they are protected under the system, they are far less likely to support extra-constitutional action, such as coups. Democracies that satisfy the limit condition are therefore more stable.

The absence of the limit condition in the developing context reveals a critical difficulty with sustaining democracy in the poorest and under-institutionalized countries – it is very difficult to create institutions that satisfy the limit condition. Przeworski’s estimates are consistent with this observation: democracy is unstable in developing countries, and more so in the poorest ones.

The conceptual aspect of our analysis is that efforts to foster democratization nearly always focus on the national government. Absent the limit condition, national elections create great risk and potential instability for citizens, potentially generating support for coups and democratic set-asides. This form of national democracy is therefore unstable. An alternative strategy is to initiate democracy at the local rather than the national level. First, building democracy from the bottom up greatly reduces the risk, in part because subnational governments have less policy authority and are often constrained to treat all citizens alike (e.g., taxes are uniform on property rather than targeted toward particular groups). Second, because the decentralization of authority inherent in federalism is one method of creating limits on the national government, democracy in these systems is more likely to succeed.

Importantly, one of the more stable new democracies, Taiwan, made the transition to democracy through a series of steps that began with democracy at the local level and slowly built this up to democracy at the national level (Diamond and Myers 2001).

5.2. Tragic Brilliance: Perverting Elections

Democracy has other potential liabilities. For example, many countries use elections as a mechanism of social control. Democracy in the west is both a means of controlling political representatives – “kicking the rascals out” – and a means of citizens choosing their own destiny in the face of party competition that offers competing visions of the future. But democracy in the developing world often fails to meet these ideals. In what
follows, I emphasize another potential liability of democracy called the “tragic brilliance” mechanism of an authoritarian regime (Diaz, Magaloni, and Weingast 2005).

As noted, democracy in the developed west satisfies the limit condition—these countries impose credible limits on what democratically elected representatives may do (Weingast 2005). Citizens enjoy a wide range of rights and public goods and services by virtue of citizenship, not based on a political relationship with those in power. In particular, public services, such as water, electricity, education, and sewer service and road maintenance, do not depend on whom an individual or a district votes for.

Voting in many authoritarian and weak democratic regimes typically differs dramatically from this ideal. In Mexico under the PRI— the party that virtually monopolized power from 1930 through the early 1990s—voting served a very different purpose than citizen choice. Although Mexico has long been a federal system, the PRI engineered a very centralized one (Díaz-Cayeros 2006), where the central government raises most of the revenue and finances most state and local expenditures through transfers. Some of the transfers are by formula, but much of it is discretionary, especially for local governments (Careaga and Weingast 2003). In the 1980s, the average local government received over 80 percent of its revenue from higher governments.

Although this pattern of revenue generation and spending conforms to that recommended by FGFF, its purpose was not to further citizen welfare as in FGFF. Instead, the PRI used its discretion over revenue, particularly at the local level, to threaten localities who supported the opposition by withdrawing funds to finance local governments. Most local services require substantial revenue, including police, fire, schools, standard utilities, road maintenance. The PRI threat to withdraw revenue forced opposition-favoring citizens to face a dilemma: vote for the opposition and be punished with a far smaller level of public services; or vote for the PRI and receive a larger budget. Revenue centralization afforded the PRI the discretion to force most voters to support it at the polls, even voters who prefer the opposition.

Several pieces of evidence support this view. For example, the case study literature (Rodriguez 1995, Rodriguez and Ward 1995), shows that when the first two cities, Ciudad Juarez and Chihuahua, voted in opposition leadership, the cities lost on the order of half their budgets. Diaz, Magaloni and Weingast (2005), using data from a later and more competitive period 1997, provide econometric evidence from a study of
This discussion analyzes the tragic brilliance mechanism from the standpoint of democracy. But the tragic brilliance can also be analyzed as a patron-clientele exchange system. The discussion above emphasized one side of this exchange, elections as a means of political control. The other side of this coin, however, is that, the mechanism requires that patrons deliver the goods. Seen in this light, the mechanism is a partially reciprocal one, if asymmetrical. The mechanism can therefore be interpreted as the means by which both sides of the patron-clientele relationship make a credible commitment to the exchange (see, for example, 1800 of 2400 municipalities to show that municipalities which support the opposition receive on average one-quarter less revenue.

Land reform reveals another aspect of the tragic brilliance mechanism. Economists demonstrate that significant increases in the equity of land distribution improve both economic growth and equity (Alesina and Rodrik 1994), but this has not been the case in Mexico. Diaz, Magaloni, and Weingast (2006) show that the central government designed land reform in Mexico to create political dependence. Peasants receiving land did so as communities rather than as individuals. Moreover, much of the land given to peasants has been marginal. Until recently, receivers of land did not have the right to sell, lease, or use the land as collateral. These agricultural collectivities were closer in spirit to the Soviet collective farms than to the types of land reform that increased economic growth in Korea, Taiwan, or Japan (Alesina and Rodrik 1994), where private property right systems created far more efficient land use.

This design of land reform produced marginal farms, and a great many of the collectivities required subsidies in the form of water, seeds and fertilizer in order to provide a living. The subsidies, in turn, created political dependence: as long as the farms remained marginal and requiring subsidies, the farmers had to support the PRI to maintain their subsidies.

This mechanism represents a pathology of both democracy and federalism and is at once tragic and brilliant: tragic because it forces citizens to play an active role in maintaining an authoritarian regime that they would rather replace; but also brilliant, in that authoritarians use their policy discretion to create political dependence and subservience while providing the outward veneer of elections, choice, and democracy. Put simply, democracy in the presence of this form of extensive policy discretion qua threat strategy serves as a mechanism of authoritarian social control rather than a mechanism of citizen choice. By making the delivery of basic local public goods and services depend on whom citizens vote, the incumbent regime restricts citizen ability to throw the rascals out, to exercise fiscal autonomy, or to influence public policies.38

---

38 This discussion analyzes the tragic brilliance mechanism from the standpoint of democracy. But the tragic brilliance can also be analyzed as a patron-clientele exchange system. The discussion above emphasized one side of this exchange, elections as a means of political control. The other side of this coin, however, is that, the mechanism requires that patrons deliver the goods. Seen in this light, the mechanism is a partially reciprocal one, if asymmetrical. The mechanism can therefore be interpreted as the means by which both sides of the patron-clientele relationship make a credible commitment to the exchange (see, for example).
The tragic brilliance mechanism reveals a political motivation for why regimes in developing countries centralize taxation. Wholly apart from administrative efficiencies and fiscal equity, centralization affords insecure political regimes with leverage over lower governments and citizens. Centralized taxation implies that lower governments depend on intergovernmental transfers for their revenue. Revenue dependence grants the center a powerful threat over lower governments that deviate from their wishes. In contrast to the FGFF rationale of transfers to overcome administrative problems and to mitigate horizontal and vertical imbalances, SGFF logic suggests that governments in developing countries create vertical imbalances as a means of political control.39

To summarize, the tragic brilliance mechanism interacts with federalism by giving central governments an incentive to create highly centralized federalism so that they have greater discretion over policy benefits. This form of centralization therefore has three pathological implications. First, tragic brilliance’s perversion of democracy. Second, centralized discretion compromises the conditions of market-preserving federalism, especially conditions F2 and F5. And finally, because the tragic brilliant mechanism leads governments to create greater scope of political discretion, countries that use this mechanism do not satisfy the limit condition.

The tragic brilliance mechanism implies that, for democracy to serve as a mechanism of freedom and choice, it must be embedded in institutions that constrain the government’s use of discretionary fiscal authority to threaten voters who vote for the opposition. This mechanism presents another SGFF rationale for decentralizing taxation, to prevent the operation of the tragic brilliance mechanism. Independent taxation authority allows local governments not only a fiscal interest in fostering local economic prosperity, but also a much greater degree of independence from a controlling (and potentially predatory) center.

example, Chabal and Daloz’s 1999 study of patron-client relations in Africa). The new insight of the tragic brilliance approach is that patrons can create relationships with clientele even if the latter are worse off on average from the relationship.

39 Of course, a great many FGFF scholars have understood the costs of policy discretion and the implied uncertainty to subnational governments. They often therefore recommend that intergovernmental transfers be predictable and unconditional. See ***.
5.3. Closed or Open Access Organizations

Another pathology in federal systems (and regimes more generally) concerns organizations. Economists emphasize the importance of open access to economic organizations. The most celebrated aspect of economic openness is general incorporation, allowing anyone who meets a minimum set of administrative criteria to form a corporation. General incorporation contrasts with special incorporation where creating a corporation required a special act of the government. Special incorporation allows political officials to restrict access to corporations so as to create various forms of rents, including protections from competition. Competitive markets require open access to economic organizations. Open access allows new entrepreneurs to form firms to compete for new market shares and to create new markets.

Open access to other forms of organizations – political, social, and legal – is equally important. Political scientists emphasize the importance of civil society in helping to maintain democracy (Lipset 1963, Offe 1992, O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986, Putnam 1993, Widner 2001). A vibrant civil society depends on the ability of citizens to form organizations to further their interests, to monitor the government, and to help citizens react in concert to a government that violates the constitution. Access to organizations also allows opponents of the regime to organize and compete for power. Open access to political and social organizations is thus a critical component of both political competition and political accountability.

Most weak democracies and authoritarian regimes restrict access to both forms of organizations – and for good reason. Open access to economic organizations threatens these regime’s stability by disrupting or destroying the regime’s clientele relationships. Allowing entry of economic organizations, for example, dissipates the rents granted to clients in exchange for political support that helps maintain these regimes in power.

Similarly, authoritarian regimes restrict access to other forms of organizations because these organizations allow individuals to coordinate

---

40 This section draws on North, Wallis, and Weingast (2006) and Wallis (2005).
41 For this reason, Adam Smith (1776) was quite negative about the corporation (general incorporation first arose in the United States in the 1830s and 40s, and in Britain somewhat later).
42 Recent models provide a means of understanding the logic of authoritarian regimes. See Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003), Haber (2006), and North, Wallis, and Weingast (2006).
their activities through the civil society in opposition to the regime. Suppression of organizations not only requires limiting access to political organizations, such as opposition interest groups and parties, but also organizations formed for other purposes that might be transformed by clever political entrepreneurs for political ends.

Restricted access to all forms of organization is thus a major impediment to political accountability and economic growth in weak democracies and authoritarian regimes. Limiting access to organizations is therefore another form of pathology for federalism. Federalism in the presence of limited access to organizations will fail to work in a way that is responsive to citizen interests.

5.4. Implications

The arguments in this section provide a cautionary note about the promotion of democracy in the developing world. Democracy is a justly celebrated aspect of freedom in the developed world, but like other freedoms – such as freedom of the press, freedom of speech, freedom to form economic organizations – it is not easy to implement. Democratic success requires that it be embedded in a series of institutions that support it. At the very least, this implies that creating successful democracy in the developing world requires more than just creating elections.

Initiating democracy at the local rather than national level may well prove an important way to begin the transition to national democracy. Because the stakes are lower, local elections are clearly easier to implement and sustain than national ones. Moreover, democracy at the local level can play an important role in local government accountability.

Of course – and per the second generation theme – for local democracy to work, it must be embedded in a series of institutions that affect the incentives of political officials. Citizens and the military have fewer incentives to initiate coups in democracies that satisfy the limit condition. When the absence of the limit condition combines with the tragic brilliance mechanism so that basic services depend on who citizens support in elections, citizen choice is proscribed and democracy serves more as a mechanism of social control than of citizen choice.

Another institutional feature that helps support democracy is open access to organizations. Organizations are central to mobilizing the support of many individuals, to monitoring the government, to advocating for citizen interests, and more generally to support the competitive political
process underlying democracy. Countries that suppress organizations therefore stifle the democratic process.

To summarize, democracy involves costs as well as benefits. To succeed, the costs must be limited, including creation of institutions that support the limit condition; institutions that prevent the tragic brilliance mechanism; and institutions that support open access for economic, political, and social organizations.

6. Overcoming Impediments to Decentralization

In this section, I consider two strategies for implementing decentralization, especially in the presence of predatory governments.

6.1. Local Government Fiscal Independence in Predatory Systems

Predatory central governments are a problem throughout the developing world, and these governments can hinder the operation of an otherwise well-designed federal system. A predatory central government that faces relatively few constraints on its behavior can reverse or compromise any and all of the benefits of decentralization. There are no magic cures for this problem.

6.1.A. The problem. A common and yet insidious form of predation perverts the logic of innovation and competition in a local government exhibiting policy independence. Suppose a particular subnational government creates a thriving local economy that stands out in comparison with other regions. A predatory central government may well expropriate the value of successful firms. Moreover, this economic success potentially provides local political officials with a resource and political base with which to challenge national leaders, either to extract greater concessions or freedoms; or to challenge their leadership. The threat of political challenge provides predatory or insecure central governments with an incentive to prevent local governments from succeeding. National leaders of predatory states may therefore use their powers to reduce or remove the authority of the local government; they can expropriate control of all successful enterprises; or they can take over the local government and reverse its policies. Crook and Manor (2004) provide an instructive example of how the dominant Congress party in India dismantled the successful opposition Janata Party’s ruling of the state of Karnata in the 1980s.
The economic side of this problem is even worse. The risk of a predatory reaction by the central government feeds back into the local economy, making it less likely that economic agents will make investments that can be expropriated even if these would be profitable under the local government’s policies. It may well be that, in truly predatory governments, there is little hope for reform.

6.1.B. Overcoming predation through decentralization. China’s successful market-preserving federal system suggests one way around these problems. The last condition of market-preserving federalism requires institutional limits provide some form of credible commitment by the central government to honor the rules of the federal system. Whether by design of happenstance, China’s reform-minded leaders accomplished this condition in two ways. The first and perhaps more important is fiscal. Rodden (2001) shows that most federal systems are surprisingly centralized with respect to revenue collection.43

Communist China had a long history of anti-market policies, mass murder, and other forms of predation. This predatory behavior represented a strong impediment to market reform and economic growth and investment: why should economic agents trust such a government to honor economic reform policies rather than, at some point down the road, reverse itself and punish those successful under reform? Communist China under Mao exhibited several great policy reversals with exactly that type of punishment; notably, the Great Leap Forward, a period of retrenchment, followed by the Cultural Revolution.

This political risk meant that economic reform had, somehow, to limit the authority of the central government. China’s strategy in promoting economic reform was decentralization: the devolution of economic policymaking (policy authority condition) and fiscal authority (including the HBC) to the provinces (Montinola, Qian and Weingast 1995, Oi 1993,

---

43 Although a large number of countries have substantial subnational expenditures (measured by share of GDP), only 3 countries have a significant degree of autonomous revenue raising authority: Switzerland (around 12 percent), the United States (around 18 percent), and Canada (around 30 percent). In contrast, many countries have subnational spending above 35 percent of GDP (and the median around 50%) but autonomous revenue raising capacity of 1 percent or less: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. New Zealand and Spain have subnational expenditures in this range with slightly higher subnational revenue capacity, around 2 and 5 percent, respectively (Rodden 2001, figure 4). Until recently, Australia had one of the largest vertical imbalances of the developed countries (McLure 1993).
The Chinese system is based on provincial revenue collection. The more common centralized revenue collection systems can use the same type of arrangements as long as they keep track of revenue collection by province.

This new policy authority allowed the reform-oriented provinces to alter their policies from socialist to pro-market. Provinces also faced strong fiscal incentives to promote reform under what the Chinese called the “fiscal contracting system,” 1981-1992 (see Jin, Qian, and Weingast 2005 and Oksenberg and Tong 1991). Under this system, most provinces raised their own taxes under a fiscal contract with the central government. Many contracts were of the following form: share fifty percent of all revenue raised up to some level and then allow the province to retain 100 percent of all revenue beyond. The average province faced a marginal tax retention rate of 89 percent; and 68 percent of all provinces faced a marginal retention rate of 100 percent (Jin, Qian, and Weingast 2005). Reflecting strong fiscal incentives to promote reform, many provinces quickly grew rich as their economies mushroomed.

Per SGFF logic, as the reforms succeeded, fiscal authority granted the provinces both the incentive and political power to act independently of the central government. The combination of policy authority and fiscal health allowed provinces to steer policy independent of the central government. The fiscal incentives also had strong political effects on constraining the central government. Because most provinces benefitted from and had significant investment in the system, they were able to counterbalance the central government. For example, a conservative reaction against reform followed the suppression of the protests in Tiananmen Square in 1989. Provincial leaders – in particular, the governor of the most successful reform province, Guangdong – used this power to prevent the proposed anti-reform reaction (Shirk 1993, 194-95, Montinola, Qian and Weingast 1995).

A second mechanism arose to raise the costs to the central government of an anti-market reaction, although this one was not by design. An important aspect of Chinese economic reform is the floating labor population, workers from the interior who come to the coastal reform provinces to work. These laborers do not become local citizens but instead work under a system of limited rights – effectively an intra-China guest worker system (Solinger 1999). Host provinces retain the right to send these laborers back to their home provinces. This labor population is now huge – over 100 million workers.

44 The Chinese system is based on provincial revenue collection. The more common centralized revenue collection systems can use the same type of arrangements as long as they keep track of revenue collection by province.
The existence of a huge floating labor system has a striking political implication: the most likely response to an anti-reform reaction by the central government would be for the reform provinces to kick out many or most of the floating laborers. This means that 10s of millions of people – perhaps approaching 100 million – would instantly become problems for the central government: how are they to be fed, clothed, and housed? Because hungry people can topple governments, this potential reaction places a significant hurdle in front of political leaders who are tempted to impose an anti-market reaction to economic reform.

The main implication is twofold. First, although China’s devolution of power to the provinces at the inception of economic reform was discretionary, the reform’s success created strong power centers in the provinces that now counterbalance the center’s discretion. Second, the Chinese case has important lessons for the design of decentralization in poor countries traditionally plagued by predatory or under-institutionalized governments. One circumstance is a fiscal or other crisis. A crisis often means that the current government coalition cannot be sustained. As donor agencies have long known, such governments are often willing to exchange reform for aid. Imposing liberal reforms without parallel political reforms leaves the political system in a position to undermine or sabotage economic reform. The alternative to imposing liberal reform alone is to combine policy reform with institutional reform that promotes decentralization. But as noted, not all decentralizations are equal, and many will only worsen economic performance. To succeed, decentralization must devolve real policy and fiscal authority to subnational governments.

6.2. Decentralizing One Step Ahead

The Chinese case also suggests an important strategy for implementing decentralization. Many developing countries face some resistance to decentralization, in part because it is new and may make things worse. Indeed, poorly designed decentralization has made things worse in some countries, for example, due to soft budget constraints or to mismatches in responsibility and resources.

In many developing countries, an across the board decentralization may well be problematic. The political and economic situation of some localities is such that greater freedom will result not in greater responsiveness to local citizen welfare, but instead greater authority and
resources allow local officials to create a larger scope for the system of local rents and corruption (Haggard and Webb 2004).

An alternative to across the board decentralization is to decentralize in a series of steps. The idea is first to identify a province or region that is most likely to succeed in fostering local economic growth; and then to design decentralization so that this province obtains new authority, incentives, and resources to reform “one step ahead.” The purpose of this strategy is to create a demonstration effect that decentralization can work in this country.

The Chinese successfully employed this strategy, allowing Guangdong Province to reform one step ahead. Many other provinces were skeptical of reform, and used their increased powers to maintain or even reinforce the traditional system. But Guangdong’s quick success won converts around the country, and even some of the most traditional provinces embraced reform. For example, Heilongjaing Province in China reacted to Guangdong’s market reforms by increasing the standard subsidies of the socialist system. Yet Guangdong’s reforms proved succeeded in lowering market prices of the same goods below the subsidized price elsewhere. Heilongjaing’s fiscal incentives led them to dismantle their expensive subsidies and imitate Guangdong (see Montinola, Qian and Weingast 1995).

A similar, one step ahead strategy has emerged in a de facto way in Mexico with the areas seeking to integrate with the United States economy, and to a lesser degree, in India. In Mexico, the center actively sought to discourage this independent movement from below (see discussion of the tragic brilliance mechanism below), but could not prevent it. Many of the export-localities wrestled political control from the dominant party, the PRI, in order to improve the delivery of local services necessary to foster the light export industry developing in Northern Mexico.

Although the central authorities punished these areas with a marked decline in revenue transfers, the localities made up the revenue deficit by removing corruption – the PRI used their control of local utilities to pad the labor budget by mailing money to supporters throughout Mexico – and by charging user fees for improved local services (Rodriguez 1995 and Rodriguez and Ward 1995). As Rodriguez (1995,166) suggests, “Over the course of only a few years, the ratio of state to local revenues. . . changed from around 70 percent state funding to over 70 percent local funding.”
Citizens and firms willingly paid user fees for reliable, valued services, such as solid waste disposal, water, and road maintenance.

Part of the reason this system works is the high local demand for more efficient services necessary to integrate the economy with the United States. The success of the first two municipalities to attempt this strategy, Ciudad Juarez and Chihuahua in 1983, created the demonstration effect. By the mid-1990s, most of the larger cities in Mexico were governed by the opposition.

7. A Brief Contrast between the FGFF and SGFF Approaches

FGFF and SGFF approaches are complementary rather than competing. FGFF studies the optimal design of fiscal institutions in the context of welfare maximization without respect to the incentives of political officials. SGFF extends and adapts FGFF lessons to the context of incentives and self-interested political officials.

One difference is that SGFF attempts to make explicit the political assumptions underlying FGFF’s prescriptions. The conditions of market-preserving federalism make these assumptions explicit. This perspective also helps identify the incentives facing political officials under different forms of decentralization. FGFF scholars have always understood the importance of policy authority, common market and HBC for their prescriptions. Because these conditions were often implicit in the FGFF framework, many decentralizations in the last 20 years have been designed without attention to these conditions. Making them explicit also makes clearer the pathologies arising when decentralization fails to satisfy one or more of these conditions.

The SGFF approach amends FGFF lessons about intergovernmental transfer systems. FGFF tends not to focus on the incentive effects of transfer systems, and many transfer systems around the world provide political officials with poor incentives to foster local economic prosperity. SGFF provides several lessons for the design of transfer systems. First, it emphasizes the critical importance of local government revenue generation. This makes local governments more responsive to citizens, reduces corruption, and increases the incentives to provide market-enhancing public goods. Local revenue generation is also important in a political sense. Central governments of many developing countries decentralize, but with too many strings and conditions that compromise the
effects of decentralization. Subnational governments often have few resources with which to resist the center. Revenue independence grants subnational governments bargaining leverage and hence a degree of independence. Second, SGFF emphasizes the importance of step functions in transfer systems to provide subnational governments with higher marginal incentives to foster local economic prosperity.

More generally, the fiscal interest approach shows that the form of the tax system affects subnational government policymaking, particularly policies with respect to the market. All governments have a bias toward policies that increase their revenue. Because market-enhancing public goods increase their tax revenue, governments that rely on broad-based taxes are more likely to foster local economic prosperity than governments that rely on privileges and monopolies for their revenue. SGFF approaches also emphasize that greater marginal revenue retention by local governments increases incentives of local political officials to provide market-enhancing public goods. Greater marginal tax retention increases the fiscal return from these goods and therefore makes them more attractive to local public decisionmakers.

Perhaps the greatest area of blending of FGFF and SGFF approaches is with respect to financial mechanisms. All scholars now recognize the critical importance of establishing hard budget constraints for all levels of government, especially local ones. Soft budget constraints give poor incentives and lead to a range of financial and economic problems.

8. SGFF Implications for Engineering Decentralized Reform

The SGFF perspective provides a series of recommendations that adapt or supplement those of FGFF models. The early stage of development implies that second generation perspective does not provide a full normative approach to fiscal federalism. Nonetheless, its analysis of incentives of political officials provides several insights into the design of decentralized systems.

- Decentralization improves accountability and public responsiveness by creating yardstick competition so voters in different localities can compare across localities.
Decentralization puts local governments in competition. Competition has several salutary effects. First, as Tiebout (1956) emphasized, the competition for factors of product provides local governments with incentives for foster local economic prosperity. Second, it provides a means of yardstick competition so that citizens across localities can compare the performance of their government with those of neighboring or like governments. This allows citizens to hold political officials accountable for poor performance relative to other governments (Besley and Case 1995).

- Implement decentralization “one step ahead.”

In many developing countries, regions have very different capacities and incentives to adjust to decentralization. Elites in some, for example, may benefit from the existing system and therefore have incentives to sabotage decentralization. In other regions, those in power will use their new resources and powers to increase corruption and rents. Still others may have so little administrative capacity that they cannot take advantage of greater political authority. Eventually, in the presence of a common market and mobile resources, these jurisdictions are likely to have trouble maintaining these policies. But in the short run, these regions work against the success of decentralization. In many developing contexts, decentralization is an experiment that can be reversed (as Haggard and Webb 2004 observe). When many regions work against it, decentralization is more likely to fail before the fruits can appear. Flaws in the design of federalism exacerbate this problem.

One way to mitigate this problem is to implement decentralization in steps. The first step is designed to create a demonstration or yardstick effect that decentralization works. To do so, the center designates one or a small number of regions to gain greater powers and resources and to reform one step ahead of the others. When the regions chosen are those mostly likely to foster markets, perhaps taking advantage of international opportunities, the decentralization experiment is more likely to be judged a success and can be extended elsewhere. The one step ahead strategy interacts with yardstick competition to provide citizens in other localities with a demonstration effect that decentralization can lead to positive gains. China initiated its decentralization reforms by granting Guangdong province the power to reform one step ahead. The defection of many localities from the once hegemonic PRI system that dominated Mexican
politics reflects those a variant on this logic. The areas defecting were those seeking to gain greater policy control so as to help them integrate with the United States economy.

- **Taxation systems should provide for local authority and control. Subnational governments should be responsible for financing their own expenditures (transfers can be used for equalization). Transfer systems should be predictable. Finally, transfer systems should provide strong marginal incentives**

SGFF models emphasize the importance of local taxation authority. This is both to create greater accountability (Litvak, Ahmad, and Bird 1998) and to create fiscal incentives for local governments to foster local economic growth. The fiscal interest approach emphasizes the importance of a fiscal system that allows subnational governments to capture substantial revenue when they promote growth through market-enhancing public goods. This requires that subnational governments have taxation instruments that respond positively to local economic activity, such as property taxes and user fees for local infrastructure and public services.

This approach has important implications for the design of intergovernmental transfers systems. Most transfer systems aimed at redressing vertical and horizontal imbalances result in poor fiscal incentives due to common pool problems. Subnational governments that make major improvements in their local economy see the increased tax revenue spread across the rest of the country.

Designing transfer systems as step functions can mitigate this problem by sharing locally generated revenue with the center but providing subnational governments with strong marginal fiscal incentives to foster local economic growth. Step functions hold the promise of allowing the center to redress horizontal equity while providing strong subnational incentives to promote local economic growth. Subnational governments that foster local economic prosperity can grow rich at the same time as providing greater revenue to the center to transfer to poorer regions.

- **SGFF models also provide a series of recent lessons about subnational borrowing. Subnational governments should face a HBC and should be allowed to go bankrupt. In particular, the central bank should not be designed with subnational control over branches that take over nonperforming subnational government loans. Subnational
governments should also be prohibited from borrowing to finance current expenditures.

The literature on soft and hard budget constraints provides a series of lessons about the incentives of subnational governments when the financial side of local government spending and borrowing is designed improperly. The expectation of bailouts creates incentives for local governments to spend beyond their means; it also destroys the financial incentives for these governments to foster local economic growth. A hard budget constraint requires that the center avoid bailouts and allow subnational governments to go bankrupt. A central bank with branches in each major province under the control of the province is a recipe for disaster, as Argentina and Brazil experienced.

- **Special governments and “flexible, overlapping, competing, jurisdictions” (FOCJs) provide a flexible system for providing local public goods and services (in countries where feasible, such as Latin America), but they must have appropriate institutional rules governing their use and authority.**

Reflecting the fiscal equivalence logic of matching taxpayers with policy beneficiaries, special governments allow citizens to provide local public goods when existing governments cannot provide them or can only do so inefficiently. To prevent abuse and financial problems, these governments must be designed carefully. A majority of citizens of the proposed district must approve all tax and borrowing (and borrowing must be accompanied by taxation that finances the debt charges). It is also imperative that these governments be solely responsible for their own debt. If a larger, general government is ultimately responsible, citizens and political officials of the special government face a form of common pool problem and are more likely to choose projects with negative economic returns.

Under these rules, a majority of citizens will choose to finance a local public good only if they believe it worth more than the tax price they are simultaneously imposing. Similarly, these rules give the bond market strong incentives to evaluate the project (rather than the general government’s finances) to ensure that it will produce positive returns necessary to service the debt.
• **Democracy at the local level increases accountability. But democracy can only play this role in the absence of the tragic brilliance mechanism.**

Democracy provides an obvious value to citizens when it allows them to make choices over competing visions about policy and to throw out bad local officials. Yet the tragic brilliance mechanism – the threat by the center of withholding substantial revenue or policy benefits from localities that support the opposition – perverts elections by preventing citizens from exercising freedom of expression and choice. For democracy to allow freedom of expression and accountability, the political system must fix benefits for basic local public goods and services rather than have them be a function of whether the individual, group, or locality supports the incumbents. More generally, the limit condition shows that democracies are more likely to survive when they limit the stakes of politics.

• **Open access with respect to organizations.**

Open access to organizations – both economic as well as political and social – complements other decentralization reforms. Many developing countries explicitly limit individuals ability to form both economic and political organizations. Limits on economic organizations restrict economic competition and help maintain policies that create rents for particular constituents. Opening access to organizations is therefore important for fostering economic competition necessary to make competitive decentralization work. Because they hinder the ability of citizens to monitor the government and to coordinate against the government in the face of violations of citizen rights, limits on political and social organizations lower government accountability and responsiveness. Open access to these organizations therefore promotes greater accountability of political officials and, more broadly, the civil society.

• **Decentralization in unitary states should be designed with institutional protections so that decentralization is not wholly at the discretion of the central government.**

Decentralization in unitary states that remains wholly at the discretion of the central government is too often compromised. Central control over
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decentralization allows the center to sabotage decentralization, whether directly by providing subnational governments with too much responsibility and inadequate revenue; or by threatening subnational governments that adopt policies at variance with those of the center. As the both the Mexican and the Chinese experiences suggests, fiscal independence is an important part of political and policy independence, so this seems a critical feature of decentralization within unitary states.

- **Choice of levels to support in decentralization:** when labor and capital are more mobile locally than regionally, decentralization should focus on the local level.

Decentralization in developing countries creates a dilemma about what level of government to support – middle or local. This choice is difficult and hinges on several factors. The FGFF logic of the assignment problem must obviously be a central principle. A SGFF consideration arises from pragmatic considerations. Many developing countries have explicit or implicit restrictions on inter-regional labor and capital mobility; for example, due to national restrictions, ethnic divisions, or to tension across regions. In these circumstances, labor and capital may be more mobile locally than inter-regionally. Per the market-preserving federalism logic, this means that condition F3 fails to hold across regions, so middle level governments have less incentives to foster regional economic prosperity.

Decentralization focusing on local governments in the presence of local labor and capital mobility locally is likely to create local government competition. This competition, given appropriate policy authority (F2) and a hard budget constraint (F4), local governments are likely to positive effects.

9. Conclusions

This essay surveys a range of new research on second generation fiscal federalism. The hallmark of second generation models is that they trace the implications of incentives created by political and fiscal institutions. This work provides a series of natural extensions of first generation models. FGFF models assume policy choice by benevolent social planners. The normative component of SGFF models study how to devise political and
fiscal institutions to align the incentives of political officials with citizens so as to approximate the FGFF idea.

The essay covered several topics. The market-preserving federalism framework provides a series of conditions that afford a comparative theory of different forms of decentralization, depending on which of the various conditions characterize a particular federalism. This discussion demonstrated how different institutional forms of decentralization provide different incentives for subnational political officials. It also emphasized a range of pathologies of federalism, forms of decentralization that fail to foster markets or which directly hinder markets.

A second topic is the fiscal interest approach. All political officials prefer greater budgets, so at the margin they favor policies that generate more revenue. This implies that the design of the fiscal system provides important incentives for policymakers. The design of federal systems must therefore take these second generation incentives into account.

The fiscal interest approach has several implications for the design of intergovernmental transfer systems. FGFF models suggest that these be designed to redress problems of vertical and horizontal imbalances. Yet standard transfer systems often yield very poor fiscal incentives for subnational officials to provide market-enhancing public goods. As Wiesner (2003) observes, too often these transfer systems provide entitlements rather than markets and incentives. The SGFF approach suggests that subnational governments are far more likely to foster local economic prosperity if they capture significant increase in revenue along with that prosperity. The SGFF perspective suggests that transfer systems be redesigned to as step-functions so as to allow significant horizontal equity while providing high marginal incentives. China’s fiscal scheme in the 1980s and early 90s satisfied this property, with the average marginal revenue retention rate for a province being a remarkably high 89 percent.

I also discussed democracy. The benefits of democracy have long been celebrated as means of promoting citizen expression of choice and the accountability of political officials. When democracy works well, it provides both a means of freedom and good governance. Less obvious and too often ignored are the costs of democracy. In the context of decentralized expenditures on local public goods, the tragic brilliance mechanism allows nominally democratic governments to rig elections so that they serve as a mechanism of political control rather than of political choice.
A final element of discussion concerned open access to organizations. Open access is essential to the competitive processes in both the economy and the polity. Market competition requires that entrepreneurs be capable of creating organizations to pursue their ideas, take risks, and challenge incumbents. Too often developing countries impose limits on the formation of economic organizations as a means of protecting incumbents and privileged constituents. Similarly, open access in the polity is essential for the civil society; for forming groups that monitor the government, represent citizen interests before the government, and mobilize citizens to advocate for their interests; and to help form and support opposition parties that are essential to democracy. Unfortunately, too often developing countries place restrictions on political and social organizations to protect entrench their interests and protect the flow of benefits to their constituents.

Democracy at the local level increases accountability. But democracy can only play this role in the absence of the tragic brilliance mechanism. Open access with respect to organizations complements the competitive process in both the economy and the polity. Finally, decentralization in unitary states should be designed with institutional protections so that decentralization is not wholly at the discretion of the central government.

I ended by providing a series recommendations generated by the SGFF perspective. These included decentralizing in steps, with the first step allowing one or a small number of regions the power to reform “one step ahead.” The fiscal interest model suggests that taxation systems should provide for local authority, control, and responsibility for financing their own expenditures (transfers can be used for equalization). In contrast to common transfer mechanism, these should be designed to provide strong marginal incentives. SGFF have for over a decade emphasized the importance of subnational governments should facing a HBC and the prospect that deficits lead to bankruptcy.
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